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Abstract 

In [1] the recursive inverse eigenvalue problem for matrices was intro- 

duced. In this paper we examine an open problem on the existence of 

symmetric positive semidefinite solutions that was posed there. We first 

give several counterexamples for the general case and then characterize 

under which further assumptions the conjecture is valid. 

1 Introduction 

In [1] several classes of recursive inverse eigenvalue problems were introduced 

that construct matrices from eigenvalues and eigenvectors of leading principal 

submatrices. A simple application of such problems is the construction of Leontief 

models in economics, see e.g., [2], when a feasible model with n — 1 inputs and 

n—1 outputs is extended (by adding an input and an output) to a larger feasible 

model with prescribed equilibrium point, see [1]. 
In this paper we discuss the particular case of the real symmetric recursive 

inverse eigenvalue problem, in the following denoted by SRIEP(n) which has the 

following form: 

For given scalars s;,...,5, € R and real vectors 

Tin 
T1.2 : 

m= [TM1.1 |, = rees Tr = : ; [ria | I 
Tray 
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construct a symmetric matrix A € R™” such that 

Ali)r; = Sir; 1= 1, 125 TN, 

where A|?] denotes the i-th leading principal submatrix of A. 
We use the following notation. By o we denote the Hadamard (or elementwise) 

product of matrices. For an n x n matrix A and increasing sequences a, ( of 

elements in {1,2,...,n}, Ala|@] denotes the submatrix of A given by the row 

indices a and the column indices 8. Futhermore, A’ denotes the transpose of A, 

A? the transpose of the inverse (if it exists), and e; denotes the i-th unit vector 
of appropriate dimension. 

The following matrices constructed from the data of the SRIEP(n) are used. 

S, SQ S3 <*** Sy 
Ti. T12 +++ Tin 

$2 $2 $3 *"* Sn 
0 T22 +++ Tan a 

Ry, = . . ; Sn = §3 $3 §3 Sn, . (1) 

0 0 ... 7 
nn Sn, Sn, eae eee Sn, 

In [1] the existence and uniqueness of solutions to SRIEP(n) is characterized, 
and in particular it is shown that if R, is invertible, i.e., all elements r;; are 

nonzero, then the solution of SRIEP(n) exists, is unique and given by the formula 

A= Ri" (Sno (Ry Rn)) Ra (2) 

Thus the unique solution A is positive definite [positive semidefinite] if and only 

if S,0(RIR,,) is positive definite [positive semidefinite]. But if R, is singular and 
if a solution exists, then it is not unique, so a natural question to ask is whether 

there exists a positive definite [positive semidefinite] solution. It was also shown 

in [1] that any solution of SRIEP(n) must satisfy the matrix equation 

R" AR, = Sn 0 (RR). (3) 

and hence it is clear that if there exists a positive definite [positive semidefinite] 

solution, then S,,0(R/ R,) has to be positive semidefinite. In [1] it was conjectured 
that the converse also holds, i.e.: 

Let n > 2, and suppose that S, o(R2R,) is positive semidefinite [positive 

definite]. Then there exists a positive semidefinite [positive definite] solution for 

SRIEP(n). 
In this paper we show that this conjecture is generally false. We give an 

example which shows that SRIEP(n) does not have to posess a solution at all if 

the assumption of the conjecture holds. Furthermore, the conjecture fails to hold 

even if we add the assumption that the problem has a solution, when rank S,, o 

(ROR,) < n-—2. We then prove that if a solution of SRIEP(n) exists, and 
rank S,, 0 (R7R,) > n — 2, then there exists a positive semidefinite [positive 
definite] solution for SRIEP(n).



2 Counterexamples 

In this section we present several counterexamples that show that the conjecture 

in [1] as well as several obvious modifications do not hold. 

Example 1 Let n= 2, r; = [1], r2 = F I $, = 2, 8. =1. Then 

fii) op, fil —f21 
r= | | RERe= | | if Se=[) | 

and clearly S, 0 (RP Ry) = : | is positive definite. Nevertheless, it is 

straightforward to check that there exists no matrix A = ne ~ | such that 
21 29 

A[l]r; = 2r, and Arg = rg. Hence the conjecture is false as stated. 

In Example 1 the problem has no solution at all, so an immediate modification 

of the conjecture would be to require that the problem is solvable. 

The next example shows that even with this modification the conjecture is 

false. 

Example 2 Let n =3,r5 = [1,2 =| 4 |r = 1 |, s; = so = 3, and 

1 
83 — 9. Then 

12 -1 1 2 -1 3.3 9 

Rz;=|0 0 1 |, RER;=] 2 4 -2],53;=]3 3 9 
00 1 —-1 -2 3 9 9 9 

and clearly 

3 6 —-9 

S30(R}R3)=| 6 12 —18 
—9 -18 27 

is positive semidefinite and of rank 1. The system of 6 equations for the elements 

of A are 

ai = 3, 

2a14 = 6, 

201.2 = 0, 

—Q 1+ 2+a3 = —9, 

—A12+d22+d23 = Y, 

—a13 +493+033 = 9, 

3



which has the general solution 

| 3 0 —6 | 

A= 0 9g — 2,3 2,3 5 

| —6 42,3 3- 42,3 | 

with a2 to be chosen freely. But, since det A = 3[(9 — a2,3)(3 — a2,3) — a33] — 
36(9 — a23) = —245 does not depend on a3, clearly no positive semidefinite 

solution exists, although there exist symmetric solutions. 

We can lift Example 2 to get counterexamples for all n, as long as rank S,, o 

(RER,) <n—2. 

—1 

Example 3 Let n > 4r, = [lj = | 4 |r = 1 |, rj =e, fori = 

1 
4,5,...,n. Let, furthermore, s; = so = 3, s3 = 9 and let 5;,7 =4,5...,n be any 

positive numbers. Then 

and 

  

S,o(R'R,) = 

Sn 

is positive semidefinite of rank n — 2. The direct sum of A from Example 2 and 

[,-3 is a solution. If B is any solution, then B[3] necessarily is a solution for 

Example 2 and hence B cannot be positive semidefinite. 

These examples demonstrate that to prove the conjecture we have to require 

that the rank of S,, 0 (RI R,) is at least n — 1. In the next section we show that 
in this case the conjecture is true. 

3 Main result 

In this section we present our main result and prove the conjecture for the case 

that rank(S, o(R2IR,)) >n—-1.



Theorem 4 Let matrices R, and S;, be given such that S,0o(RIR,) is positive 

semidefinite with rank(S,0(R?R,)) >n—1. If problem SRIEP(n) has a solution 
then it also has a positive semidefinite solution. 

Proof. Suppose first that rank(S,, 0 (R27 R,,)) =n, ie., S,o(R2R,,) is positive 
definite. Let A be any solution of SRIEP(n). Then it has been shown in [1], that 
this solution must satisfy (3). This implies that R, is invertible and then it has 
been shown in [1] that the solution is unique, given by (2) and hence positive 
definite. 

It remains to study the case that rank(S, o (R7R,)) = n-—1. If R, is 
invertible, then again the solution A is unique and given by (2) which is a positive 

semidefinite matrix of rank n — 1. Hence, we may assume in the following that 

Ry, is singular. 

Let A be any particular solution of SRIEP(n). Then it follows from (3) that 
rank R, =n-—1. 

Using a sequence of elementary row and column operations [3], i.e., adding 

scalar multiples of one row (or column) to another, it follows that there exist 
invertible matrices P,Q such that 

PR,Q = diag(©n-1, 0), (4) 

with ¥,,_1 of size n—1xn-—1, diagonal and invertible. Actually we could achieve 

Mn-1 = In-1, but we will use a different factorization below. 

It follows from (3) that 

(QR, P!)(P TAP *)(PRnQ) = QT (Sn 0 (Rn Rn))Q. (5) 

Partition A = P~? AP~' conformally with (4) as 

q Air Ai | A=| af <7 |. 
| At, Age 

Then it follows from (5) that 

Sn 1AiiSn-1 0 QM (Sy 0 (RE R)}Q = | Prine 

and hence, since the left side has rank n—1, we have that Aj, is positive definite. 

Note that A does not depend on Q, so we may choose P and Q so that the 

factorization (4) holds, while P is as simple as possible. We now construct such 

a P and, since Q does not effect A, we do not record the column operations. Let 

Z=i€ {1,..., nb: ri; 40} = {i1,.--, im}, 

where we assume that 1 < 4) < ig <... <%m <n. We call the entries 7; with 

1 € Z pivot elements of the first type.



For every 7 € Z, using elementary column operations, we can eliminate all 

off-diagonal elements in row 7 and, since R, is upper triangular, this will not alter 

any of the diagonal elements. Hence the only nonzero element in row 7 € Z of the 

transformed matrix R,, is the original diagonal element rig. Moreover, R, = [7.5] 

is still upper triangular and of rank n — 1. 

Partition the set of indices Z = {1,...,n}\Z into maximal disjoint subsets 
4\,...,Z, Of consecutive integers, representing the row numbers with vanishing 

diagonal elements r;;. For example, if the zero diagonal elements of R, are r1,1, 

T44, 75,5) 7665 79,9; T1010 ANd Ty444, then Z, = {1}, Z = {4,5,6}, Z; = {9, 10} 

and Z, = {14}. 
Consider now an arbitrary Z;, where 1 < j7 < k and assume for simplicity 

that Z; = {p,p+1,...,p+4q}, where g > 0. Then, since rank R, = n—1, it 

follows that if g > 1, then all entries r)j41, | = p,...,p+q—1 are nonzero. 

We call these entries pivot elements of the second type. Furthermore, for all the 

blocks associated with index sets Z; = {p,,...,p; + qj}, j = 1,...,k —1, we 

have that there is at least the nonzero element rp, +9,,5 in row pj + qj, where s is 

the smallest element in 7;,;. If this were not the case, then we would have that 

rank R, <n —2, a contradiction. We call the entries Tp;+q;,8 ptvot elemnts of the 

third type. 

Since there are no nonzero elements below the pivot elements of second type, 

we can perform further elementary column operations to eliminate more non pivot 

elements. Consider first Z, and eliminate (in the natural order) all the non-pivot 
elements in the in the rows associated using the pivots of second type. These 

operations do not affect any other rows associated with pivots of the second type 

or third type. Then we use the pivot element of the third type (if it exist) to 

annihilate the elements in its row, again without affecting any other rows. We 

proceed in the same way with the blocks associated with Z,...,Z,, again in the 

natural order. 

Let w denote the largest element of Z;,, and let R = [p,q] denote the matrix 

obtained via this column operations applied to R,,. The matrix R,, has as nonzero 

elements all the pivot elements of first, second and third type, plus possibly 

some elements in row w. Since we have only used column operations, we have 

determined an invertible matrix Q such that R, = R may 

For the remainder of the proof we consider two cases. 

Case 1: If w = n, then we have obtained (possibly after some additional 

permutation of columns) the desired form (4) with P = I, and hence A = 
A and the submatrix A[n — 1] is positive definite. Since rp, = 0, it follows 
that the homogeneous linear system corresponding to SRIEP(n) has the matrix 

Enn = Cnc as solution. Thus all matrices of the form A(a) = aE» + A with 

our particular solution A, are solutions and, since A[n — 1] is positive definite, 

choosing a > 0 sufficiently large, we obtain that A(a) is positive definite.



Case 2: If w < n then we need to perform elementary row operations using 

the pivots in rows w+1,w+1,..., n of R,, to annihilate the entries in positions 

(w,w+1), (w,w+ 2), ..., (win) of R,. The corresponding pivot elements 

Pw+lwtls Twt2,w+2) +-+5Tnyn are of first type. 

Using Cramer’s rule we can exactly determine the elements of R,, that we still 

have to eliminate, i.e., 

Fowe = det R,[w|w + 1, 

  

. det R,[w, w+ 1jw+1,w+ 2] 
Twjwt 9 

° Tw+lw+1 

. det R,[w,w +1, wt 2|w +1, w+ 2,w 43] 
Twjwt Wg 

° Twtlwtllwt2,w+2 

6. = (—ryn-w-1det Rnlw, w+ Ln T+ Lew) 

Twtlwtllwt2,w+2 i Tn-1n-1 

Introducing the matrices of order n — w + 1, 

01 0 .... ... 0 0 r 

00 1 0... 0 _ 
C = : : “. . “. . . . : ; M = n—-w+l — €1 Totlw+l 

=)
 

=)
 oO e
 

3 § 3 

Tn,n 

eH
 

=)
 oO =)
 

and 

_ Ly 0 _ Lw-1 0 
r= | 0 oe] B=| 0 wl 

then with P = P,P, we have obtained invertible matrices P,Q such that (4) 
holds. Recall that for A= P~?AP~! we have A[n — 1] is positive definite. 

As in Case 1, we show that there exists a rank 1 positive semidefinite solution 

Ao of the homogeneous linear system corresponding to SRIEP(n) and a scalar 

a > 0 such that that A+aP-?AyP7! = P-7™(A+aAo)P7' is a positive definite 
solution of SRIEP(n). 

Let 

30 _ 1 — det Ry [w|w+1] det Rn [w,w+1|w+1,w+2] 

_ , Pwttw4 ) Pwttw4ifwt2w+2  ? 

(—1)n-weet Ry[wywt1,....n—1,w+1,w+2,....n] 

"79 Pwttw4i. hain ’ 

and if Ay = zz’, where 27 = [ 0... 0 Ff |, then Ag satisfies the homogeneous 

system Aj|ijr; = 0 for i = 1,2,...,n. To show this it suffices to prove that 

2’ Rne; = 0, for i = 1,...,n. This is clear for i = 1,...,w—1 because of the 

7



zeros in z and for 7 = w, since Tw, = 0. To prove this for i = w+1,...,n, we 

have to show that 

2"R,[w,w +1,...,nlw+1,w+2,...,n] =0, 

but this is exactly how we have constructed z and follows from Cramer’s rule. 

By construction we also have that 27 P~! = e” and hence 

PTA)P7' = P1227 Ph = Ene, = En n- 

The same argument as in Case 1 gives the existence of a positive definite solution. 

O 

The interesting case in the proof of Theorem 4 is when rank R, = n — 1. 

In this case we needed to add a particular solution of the homogeneous system 

corresponding to SRIEP(n) in order to get a positive definite solution. 
Thus it is intersting to study the homogeneous system in slightly more detail. 

Theorem 5 Let n> 2 and consider the homogeneous system 

Alijr; = 0, 7=1,2,...,n (6) 

associated with SRIEP(n), and suppose that rank R, = n—1. Let w be the largest 

integer such that ri; = 0. Then the general solution of (6) has dimension w if 

Tw = 0 and dimension w —1 if ry 4 0. Moreover, for any solution A of (6) we 

have A[w — 1] = 0. Furthermore, if rw = 0, then the elements ay y,---,Qww Can 

be chosen to be the free variables in the solution of (6). If ry #0 and s is the 

smallest integer such that row #0, then diy, 2,0, +++ Os—1ws Ustiws+ +++ ww Can 

be chosen to be the free variables in the solution of (6). Here, if w= 1, we mean 

that ay, 1s the only free variable. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 2 is trivial. Suppose 

first that w <n. Consider the subsystem of (6) given by 

Alijr; = 0, 7=1,2,...,u, (7) 

and apply the induction hypothesis. Since all diagonal entries ry41 41, ---;Tnn 

are nonzero, the system Alw + l]ry41 = 0 will determine ay. 41,---,Qw4ij041 

uniquely in terms of the free variables of (7). Continuing in this way with the 

equations Alw + j|rw4j; = 0, 7 = 2,...,n — w, we determine all the remaining 

entries of A in terms of the free variables of (7). 
So we may assume that w = n, 1.e., Tn, = 0, and therefore the whole last row 

of R, is zero. For i= 1,2,...,n—1 let 

ai) = (ai, Qi2s+++5 Ain—1|



and let 7; denote the vector obtained by deleting the last entry of r;, 7 = 

1,2,...,n. Since rank R, = n — 1, the first n — 1 rows of R, are linearly in- 

dependent, implying that 7,,7,...,7, span R"~!. Considering the row vector 

av), it follows from (6) that aq)?; = 0 for 7 = 1,2,...,n and hence it follows 

that aj) = 0, in particular a). = a2, = 0. Then for ay) = [0,d2,2,-..,d2,n-1] we 

have ayy? = 0, since az, = 0 and ayr; = 0 for j = 2,...,n by (6), and hence 

ag) = 0. In particular we have a3 = a3,; = d2,3 = a32 = 0. Proceeding induc- 

tively, we obtain in a similar way that aj3) = ay) = ... = a(,-1) = 0 and hence 

Aln — 1] = 0. It remains to consider Ar, = 0. If r, = 0 this is automatically 

satisfied and hence a1», 4@2,n,---;@n,n are the free variables. Otherwise, if r,, 4 0 

then there is a single linear equation 

T1n@1.n + T2,nQ2,n +e. Tryn—-14n—-1.n = 0 

for the free variables. This concludes the proof. 0 

We have given conditions so that there exists a positive semidefinite [positive 

definite] solution to SRIEP(n) that depend just on the fact that S,, 0 (RI R,) is 
positive semidefinite [positive definite], but no use of the special structure of the 

matrix S, is made. Some sufficient conditions that use just inequalities between 

the s; are given in [1]. For example it is shown there that if R, is invertible 
and 5; > S29 >... > S, > 0 then the unique solution of SRIEP(n) is positive 

semidefinite and if s,, > 0 then the unique solution is positive definite. But these 

inequalities are not necessary to have a positive semidefinite solution. 

4 Conclusion 

We have presented counterexamples to a conjecture posed in [1] and then have 

characterized the conditions under which the conjecture holds. 
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